After Nyne

KIKI SMITH. (Title TBC). Detail - Head. 100x200cm. Hand-knotted,
hand-dyed wool. TOMORROW’S TIGERS 2018. Courtesy the Artist
and Timothy Taylor Gallery London/NY. Image © Dan Fontanelli.
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“Tomorrow’s Tigers” is a major new fundraising
project from WWF, devised and curated by Artwise, featuring specially commissioned, limited edition art rugs
by 11 internationally renowned artists.
The project has been created to raise awareness and
funds in support of the TX2 goal – a global commitment
to double tiger numbers in the wild by 2022. The art
rugs will now be on show at Sotheby’s, London from
29th January – 4th February 2019.

The project has already garnered high-pro-

wild, each artist has created a unique art rug, inter-

file followers, including the actor and filmmaker Lily

preted by rug-specialists, Christopher Farr and their

Cole, a long-term supporter of WWF, widely recog-

team of master craftsmen using a range of traditional

nised for her environmental activism. Cole commented;

techniques. Tomorrow’s Tigers has been devised and

‘I went to India many years ago in search of tigers

curated by Artwise, the curatorial team behind a host

and the best we could find was a tiger paw print in

of critically acclaimed exhibitions, including the Pan-

the sand. The tigers’ absence was indicative of their

damonium exhibition series for WWF.

rarity. Tigers are an iconic symbol of our relationship

After Nyne spoke to artist Gary Hume about

to nature and help symbolize the fate of other, less

why he wanted to be involved in this project, along-

striking creatures whose populations are also being

side Matthew Bourne of Christopher Farr and Susie

decimated.’

Allen and Laura Culpan of Artwise

Taking inspiration from the fabled Tibetan
tiger rug, as well as the splendour of tigers in the
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ROSE WYLIE. Tiger.
Detail - head. 200x100cm Hand–knotted, hand–dyed wool.
TOMORROW’S TIGERS 2018. Courtesy the Artist David Zwirner
NY/London/HK CHOI&LAGER Cologne/Seoul.
Image Credit © Dan Fontanelli.
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Gary Hume, Portrait
Courtesy the Artist. Image © Artwise

“We ought to be looking out into the wider,
wilder world and become less concerned with our
own, individual mortality and more concerned with
the threat to so many beautiful and extraordinary
species that inhabit the same planet”.

Gary Hume - Artist

the tiger as the powerful, desirous, unstable and
dangerous mind. The tiger is struggling to retain

Why did you want to be involved with the Tomor-

its power, but here - instead of residing in heat

row’s Tigers project?

and energy - it swims in cool moonlight, its claws
have detached, and its tail lies under the water.

I wanted to take part in the hope that this project

Its existence ripples with the surface of the water

and my involvement with it might make the plight

as it struggles for survival.

of these resplendent creatures more visible in
the minds of people who weren’t aware of their

What is the message you hope people will take

imminent danger - and might, in turn, encourage

away from this extraordinary project?

them to realise they can, through the purchase of
something beautiful, contribute towards the con-

That we ought to be looking out into the wider,

tinued existence of these exquisite animals.

wilder world and become less concerned with
our own, individual mortality and more con-

Tell us about your original work for Tomorrow’s

cerned with the threat to so many beautiful and

Tigers.

extraordinary species that inhabit the same planet and contribute so much to its richness, diversity and wonder.

My rug is conceived from an understanding of
the symbolism in Tibetan Tantric Buddhism of
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WATER TIGER, Gary Hume,
Detail. Hand-knotted, hand-spun, hand-dyed wool and silk.
200x100cm. TOMORROW’S TIGERS 2018.
Image © Dan Fontanelli.

Matthew Bourne - Co-founder,
Christopher Farr

We have also subsequently applied different
materials, including wool wrapped wire applied
on top of the Reena Kallat rug to resemble
barbed wire.

This is a technique seemingly as old as time;
where do you even begin in bringing the methods

What was the essential essence of the process

up to date?

that you wanted to preserve?

Fundamentally the ancient technique of hand-knotThe essential essence of a handmade rug is the

ting remains the same; where advances and in-

way the original design is translated through the

novations have been made is in the different

hands of the weaver. this is the soul of a carpet.

finishing processes that have been developed

The quality of materials used in hand-knotting is

and applied here.

of primary importance and is something we always
pay particular attention to – and always will.

These include sculpting of the pile by hand-carving
and burning back areas of colour to give the
design relief, as well as employing new washing
processes that have been employed.
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Susie Allen & Laura Culpan
– Artwise

What are you hoping for as the outcome of this
project?

The ambition for WWF is to eventually raise

What planning goes into a project of this scope?

£1,000 000 from the sale of the 11 contemporary
As with any project involving bespoke commis-

art rug designs – all profits from this project will

sions, there is a long creative journey involved.

go the Tx2 global tiger campaign. Tx2 supports

First of all we have to come up with the concept

essential conservation initiatives across the 13

for the client (in this case WWF UK) with a wish

tiger range countries. with a goal of doubling

list of the artists we would like to work with. We

tiger numbers in the wild by 2022: the next Chi-

then have to ensure we have the right partnership

nese Year of The Tiger. This is a realistic conser-

in place in order to deliver the rugs to the highest

vation project which has already seen incredible

museum quality (in this case Christopher Farr).

results and the 1st recorded increases in wild
tiger numbers this century.

The creative process then begins by putting a
brief together and inviting the artists to partici-

It is vitally important to raise awareness of the

pate; all this has to be done with ample time to

plight of tigers in the wild and the critical situa-

fit in with the artists’ busy schedule and the long

tion of the species. It is our hope and intention

lead time in fabricating the rugs.

that the Tomorrow’s Tigers exhibition will even-

Once the artists have supplied their designs,

tually tour public exhibition spaces internation-

Christopher Farr and their team work with their

ally throughout 2019-2022. The exhibition can

master crafts people in India to supply samples

engage audiences in so many levels: from intro-

that demonstrate options of how the artist’s de-

ducing contemporary artists to a potentially new

sign could be interpreted in weave. The artist

audience, highlighting traditional craft-based

then approves the colour and technique from the

skills in rug making, as well as allowing WWF to

sample and the exhibition copy of the rug is then

talk to people about tigers in the wild and other

made to order.

critical conservation issues facing the world. Art
can be an incredibly effective tool to spark conversation and communication.

The rugs will be variable editions of 10, variable because each one is handmade with natural wool or silk and therefore slightly different
from the others. We are hoping to find wonderful

Tomorrow’s Tigers

homes for all of these highly collectible rugs -

29 January – 4 February 2019

from private homes to museum collections all

Sotheby’s London

over the world.

34-35 New Bond Street
London W1S 2RT
UK
www.wwf.org.uk/tomorrowstigers
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Laura Culpan & Susie Allen, Artwise Curators.
Image © Dan Fontanelli

